FLOOR TRACK
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Downtown Las Vegas Event Center

WARNING: FOLDING CHAIRS MAY BE
COSTING YOU MORE THAN YOU THINK!
They limit your seating capacity, slip and slide indoors and even sink into
the ground. Why are you still using them?

Art Quest Musikfest

Meet the future of event seating: The Floor Track/ Grid Seating System.
Our innovative one leg seating system eliminates all the problems that are
caused by folding chairs.
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America’s Got Talent

OPTIONS FOR ANY
VENUE OR EVENT.
MORE SEATS= MORE PROFIT.
The floor track is a patented system that allows you to lock
tip up seats into a track and create an immovable seating
section.
Floor track allows you to place approximately 20% more of
our Ultimate Flip Up seats in any given space increasing your
capacity code compliantly.
Floor track seats are faster to install, safer once installed,
and easier to remove that traditional folding chairs.

Yankee Stadium- Boxing

The Floor Track provides a comfortable 30” of space between
each row allowing for easy guest passage and giving
spectators added leg room for greater comfort.
No realigning and no zip tying! The 30” row depth is
maintained as the chairs are locked in position.
Got grass? The Floor Track prohibits legs sinking into the
ground with the low profile track system.
Section signage and seat/aisle numbering allows your guests
to find their seats effortlessly.
Great for Indoor or Outdoor use. Due to the tip up mechanism
water will not pool on seat in inclement weather.
Stores compact and easily in our stackable steel storage
racks.
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Yankee Stadium- Jay-Z and Eminem Concert

CBS- Survivor Finale
Yonkers Raceway

Seating Solutions is the manufacturer of our own innovative product
providing you with the unique advantage of custom designing your
own seating system TO RENT! Unfortunately, we can’t solve all your
seating problems in this introduction. That would require a phone call.
But we want to hear from you! We enjoy working with clients to come
up with creative solutions for their unique seating situations. No phone
call is wasted! We will work around the clock for you, whether you
decide to work with us today, or five years from now, we guarantee to
have a solution for you!

Laughlin Event Center
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Mystic Lake
Laughlin Event Center

NEW YORK
60 Austin Blvd.
Commack, NY 11725

SOUTH CAROLINA
1205 S. Shamrock Ave.
Landrum, SC 29356

CONTACT US:
rentals@seatingsolutions.com // sales@seatingsolutions.com
T: 631.845.0449 // F: 631.845.0470

SEATINGSOLUTIONS.COM
Seating Solutions specializes in the complete sales, rental, manufacturing and timely installation of custom designed spectator seating. We will design your seating system only after
considering all the factors that affect YOUR unique application: the specific event or sport, location, sightlines, entry and exit positions, and your budget. Seating Solutions is your answer
for the complete rental, installation and removal of temporary seating for any type of event with a wide array of seating options. Our specialists will work with you to ensure you get the best
product and the best value for your event while maintaining safety code compliance and maximizing sightlines.

